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Introduction: Radioisotope ages have significance only when applied to discrete chemical systems that can be 

identified and characterized in directional, chemical and temporal dimensions.  In the absence of this information, an 

age is not useful. A bulk meteorite sample may provide several different ages using different isotope systems that are 

all ‘precise’ but ultimately do not define the history of the object.  Conventional radiochronology has relied on 

measurements on ‘whole rock’ or multigrain ‘mineral separate’ samples to provide an overall ‘age’ or to elucidate 

the thermochronology of a sample[1]. In contrast, petrographic studies are based on microscale observation and 

analysis of individual crystals that emphasize diversity of origin and interaction within the samples.  Many 

meteorites are polymict. Polymict meteorites are aggregates of partially, or completely independent chemical 
systems that must be treated individually: consider CAI, chondrules and matrix fractions of low to medium ‘grade’ 

chondrites.  The ‘large’ masses conventionally used for dating and for thermochronology are often produced by 
aggregating material from several subsystems.  Chronological and lithological diversity within polymict samples is 

obscured and mineral weighted averages are meaningless when the experimental precision is smaller than the spread 

of the components’ ages.  

Smaller sample measurements necessarily have lower precision than measurements on larger aggregated 

systems. The latter, high precision may, however, be illusory. An accurate age for each individual subsystem is the 

first requirement of a useful meteorite chronology.  For a polymict sample, the isotope counting rates scale, roughly 

linearly with time and sample mass, and uncertainties scale roughly as the square roots thereof. Ignorance of the 

number of chemical subsystems present, and of the abundance of each, precludes objective assessment of the 

meaning of a ‘high precision’ age. Often the ‘accuracy’ of ages is estimated on the basis of consistency of the results 

obtained by other analytical techniques that are also limited to bulk samples.  Accuracy in other words is a guess.  

Microscale ages of multiple lithologies, enhance assessment of BOTH accuracy and precision and can lead to 
potentially dramatic improvements in the interpretation of the host meteorite. 

Available Microscale Techniques: Several approaches are now applied to microscale dating of 26Al-26Mg, 
53Mn-53Cr, U-Th-Pb, K- Ar systems.  We focus on the single-crystal laser 40Ar-39Ar technique for K-Ar.  In bulk 

samples Ar release patterns are often complex [1], having ‘step-ladder’ shapes and other discontinuities consistent 

with or indicating Ar release from multiple phases or release from multiple grains with different thermal histories. 

Single grain release patterns are often simpler with well-developed plateau (50-95+% isochronous). Isochrons are 

typically less complex and reduce the need for ‘adjustments’ prior to interpretation.[2]  The chronologies of distinct, 

individual, unbrecciated lithologies within a breccia are measureable and, combined with their compositional and 

geographic relationships, permit meaningful interpretion of the host breccias.  

Detailed chronologies from single crystal studies of meteorite subsystems:  The ultimate age of most solar 

system materials routinely dates to 4.56nn Ga, but this has minor relevance to the evolution of planets & meteorites. 

Every crystal in a meteorite retains part of it’s parent body chronology and potentially can yield, when studied in 
characterized lithologies, datable events on those parent bodies. An array of such dates from different lithologies in a 

single meteorite defines part of  the evolutionary history of that meteorite and its parent body. Examples follow. 

Almahata Sitta polymict ureilite: NO viable bulk age exists but independent ages of E,H,C  chondritic clasts and 

a trachyandesitic clast of ureilitic affinity all lie between 4.55 Ga and 4.0 Ga suggesting an ancient provenance for 

this unique assemblage[3,4].  Kapoeta: Numerous dated clasts reveal an age range for breccia components from 4+ 

Ga to 0.8 Ga, [5] possibly including the RheaSilvia event on 4 Vesta.  The bulk ages of 3-4 Ga have no meaning [6]. 

NWA-7034 and cohort:  have lithologic component ages ranging >2Ga to ~0.9Ga consistent with incorporation of 

vent wall lithologies associated with a young explosive eruption[7]. Again a bulk age has no meaning. 

Vaca Muerta: Large mafic clasts and fine matrix feldspars have ages that differ by 200-400 Ma that reflect variable 

cooling rates during their parent body history.[8] Comparable arguments can be made for H and LL chondrites. 

Conclusion: Chronological studies must focus on differences between individual lithologies in meteorites to 
achieve accurate results. Measurements of bulk, or aggregated, samples provide misleadingly precise data and are 

generally obsolete for interpretation of meteorite and parent body evolution. 
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